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ABSTRACT 

 

Technological advancement has brought many the convenience that the society used to lack, 

but unnoticed by many, a population neglected through the age of technology has been the 

visually impaired population. The visually impaired population has grown through ages with as 
much desire as everyone else to adventure but lack the confidence and support to do so. Time 

has transported society to a new phase condensed in big data, but to the visually impaired 

population, this quick-pace living lifestyle, along with the unpredictable natural disaster and 

COVID-19 pandemic, has dropped them deeper into a feeling of disconnection from the 

society. Our application uses the global positioning system to support the visually impaired in 

independent navigation, alerts them in face of natural disasters, and reminds them to sanitize 

their devices during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The advancement of technology has long been praised and cheered on as a significant 

accomplishment or representation of progress made for the convenience of the entire human race. 
However, as stairs are built toward the fancy and quick-paced future that we all anticipate to 

witness, little did we notice that inconveniences are left behind to some neglected populations like 

the elderly population and the population with disabilities. Indeed, while technologies have 
contributed to the many’s well-being and revolutionized the future, it would be unfair to ignore 

how it has also widened the technological generation gap, where the elderly population falls 

behind to adopt to new technologies, and the [1] capacity-ability gap, where the population with 

disabilities feel challenged in face of technologies. [2] According to the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention’s Disability impacts All of Us infographic, 61 million adults in the United 

States live with some type of disability, which is, in fact, 1 in every 4 adults in the United 

States. Among them, about 3 million experience blindness and difficulty with seeing. Most 
importantly, as technologies enhance in this rapidly-evolving world, the visually-impaired are put 

in face with more problems in their daily life; they have trouble navigating around the ever-

changing city, looking for reading materials in Braille, and most importantly, gaining a sense of 
independence. Even worse, [4] a research conducted by Yan Wu’s team through questionnaires 

shows that while as much as 77% of survey participants appreciate the value provided by 
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technologies, only 23 % of responders own smartphones (due to restricted accessibility and 
insufficient financial supports) compared to the 76% of UK adults who own their own 

smartphones. This clearly indicates that despite the immense technological advancement in this 

society, the visually impaired population experience way less from this advancement and even 

lack the opportunity to get hands on these technologies that many claim to be the success. 
Therefore, to respond to the [3] World Health Organization’s call to “leave no one behind”, our 

application aims to guide the visually impaired population toward independence. 

 
Some of the systems that have been proposed to help the visually impaired with achieving a sense 

of independence are the mobility tools like white canes and the guide dogs. The visually- 

impaired people usually use the white cane to feel the changes on the surface of the pathway 
ahead of their steps. [5] By swinging the cane from one side to another in rhythm with their feet,  

the users will be able to find and be aware of the obstructions ahead of them. However, the 

effectiveness of the cane can be restricted when the cane breaks during a navigation, when poor 

weather or unfamiliar landmarks negatively influence its performance and, most importantly, 
when the person has to cross an intersection, considering that the white cane remains ineffective 

toward detecting vehicles in motion. In contrast, the guide dog, a trained pet for leading the 

visually impaired around obstacles, is aware of the danger imposed by the speeding vehicles and 
is thus a safer choice when it comes to crossing intersections. Indeed, according to The Benefits of 

Guide Dog Ownership by L. Whitmarsh, [6] guide dog is preferred by many for its mobility and 

companionship. However, a guide dog can be an unconvincing choice for many because it 
requires additional cares, training, and expenses on goods to feed it. While guide dog and white 

cane are the most common systems employed by the visually impaired, they only provide 

assistance in independent navigation but lack assistance in other forms. Another proposed system 

that has helped the visually impaired to achieve independence is the subscription to real- time 
agents in needs of assistance. The idea behind this is that the visually impaired population can 

receive assistance immediately through a touch of a button or a call through applications on 

smartphone or laptop. While this definitely provides more forms of assistance to the users other 
than on independent navigation, the expenses can be higher and the assistance would not be 

there to be accompanied with the user twenty-four-seven. In fact, some platforms would not work 

without internet access, providing inconveniences and restrictions in navigation when the user 

travels to locations with no internet and thus access to support. [7] Electronic glasses is another 
proposed system to help with not only the navigation of the user but in many other forms. In fact, 

its principle builds upon the capturing of real-time images through a camera and the displaying of 

these motions to the users’ sight, which basically allows the users to live in a world with clear 
vision. However, this piece of device is costly and not covered by medical insurances, so though 

many hope to experience vision with such advanced technology, the majority of them cannot 

afford it. Moreover, this device only works for those who are not completely blind, as it functions 
upon enhancing one’s vision by displaying processed images. 
 

In this paper, we follow the same line of research by assisting the visually impaired population 

to achieve a sense of independence through integration of software, hardware, and machine- 

learning. We have three goals to fulfill through this application: 
 

1. Save data of the number of obstructions detected by the device in a one hour walk done by a 

visually impaired person (frequency) with its corresponding longitude and latitude into a 

database. With such database and through machine-learning, we will be able to predict 

frequency at similar categorizes of location using the characteristics of the specific location 
and to understand the relationship between frequency and different interior layout better for 

designing the most traveling-friendly layout for the visually- impaired in the future. 
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2. Use frequency, longitude, and latitude to determine whether the user is indoor (in an 
enclosed space) or outdoor (at an open space) so that instructions can be sent to the users 

who are at an unsafe type of location, either an enclosed space or an open space, during the 

specific natural disaster. 
 

3. When reached a specific frequency, the user will be alerted to sanitize the device to avoid 

potential contact with Covid-19. 
 

Our method is inspired by our aims to understand what’s best for the visually impaired 
population but to also support this community during natural disasters and the COVID-19 

pandemic. There are some significant features on our application. First, our application is voiced 

by computer instead of human agents, allowing for a greater scale of flexibility and accessibility 

everywhere at any time. Second, our application covers functions outside of independent 
navigation like an alerting system during natural disasters, which contributes toward the 

independence of the visually impaired through different aspects of their life. Third, as a 

technology itself, our device acts as a potential bridge to close the capacity-ability gap between 
the visually impaired population and the society, and it also makes the positivity within the 

advancement of technology apparent to the visually impaired population. Therefore, we believe 

that this application will connect the visually impaired population closer to the society and 
encourage them to be more independent and confident. 
 

Experiments are performed to calculate and compare accuracies for determining the most 
appropriate machine learning model through the implementation of support vector learning (svm) 

and regression models. In the experiment, we tested different models through adjusting the 

regression model, polynomial parameters, and inputted data sets. 
 

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 provides the details on the challenges that 

the visually impaired population encounters; Section 3 proposes solutions in response to the 

challenges mentioned in Section 2; Section 4 discusses the relevant details about our process of 
experimentation, following by a presentation on related work in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 

offers the conclusion remarks, as well as pointing out the future work of this project. 
 

2. CHALLENGES 
 

A few technical challenges have been identified and listed as follows. We will present the 

solution in Section 3. 
 

2.1. Challenge 1: Unsafe and Exclusive Urban Design 
 

In today’s society, the layout of cities and the interior design of many buildings are planned and 

implemented to closely match with the major population’s aesthetic perception and their desire 

toward a sense of freshness. While the aesthetic within these designs brings pleasure to a great 
majority, a building’s exterior appearance in the society’s vision has unreasonably dominated 

over the many other factors that should’ve been more significant or, to be specific, safety and 

convenience. To the many who are blessed with clear vision and have the ability to navigate 
freely in spaces, the domination of appearance over safety and convenience in designs does not 

seem to be a problem. However, to the visually impaired population who have nothing to rely 

upon when navigating in an unfamiliar space and only spatial memory to rely upon in a familiar 

space, a simple yet safe interior layout design saves them time and decreases their risk of injury. 
The unsafe and inconvenient city design has been the major factor which discourages the visually 

impaired population to enjoy the same quality of life and to travel freely around a city, so a 

solution has to be proposed to create a more friendly environment for the independent navigation 
of the visually impaired population. 
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2.2. Challenge 2: Lack of Preparedness and Communication in Emergency 

Situation 
 
Humans are usually alerted about dangerous presences through their five senses - sight, hearing, 

smell, taste, and touch. During unexpected natural disasters, those nearest to the situation observe 

the danger to make judgement about what to do next while those who live farther away yet will 

possibly be impacted receive warnings on smart devices to prepare ahead of time. The visually 
impaired population, however, lack information to make judgments in face of the sudden onset of 

natural disasters or to prepare for such situations due to their vision loss, so a solution has to be 

proposed to take their community’s safety into consideration during such crises. 
 

2.3. Challenge 3: Sanitization During and After the Pandemic 
 
The emergence of COVID-19, also known as the coronavirus disease, is a disease that leads to 

symptoms like dry cough, fever, and tiredness. Though this pandemic has introduced challenges 

to everyone, newly enforced rules like social distancing and the adjustments newly made to many 
markets have been particularly tough for the visually impaired population to adapt. [8] According 

to an article from The Conversation, a public media source in the United Kingdom, the changes 

in operation in markets has created difficulties for the visually impaired individuals to navigate 
using a spatial map and that social distancing has been difficult for them to employ in some 

situation due to their vision loss or inability to notice when people are walking overly close to 

them. [9] Moreover, the World Health Organization (WHO) mentions that the visually impaired 

population are potentially at a greater risk to contract COVID-19 due to their need to frequently 
touch items near them for directions during navigation. To limit the spread of COVID-19 in the 

visually impaired community and the whole society for a more immediate end to this pandemic, a 

solution must be proposed to guide the visually impaired population about the best method of 
navigation during this time and to develop procedures for limiting the chance of being exposed to 

COVID-19. 
 

3. SOLUTION 

 

3.1. Overview to the Solution 
 

The application has been implemented using MIT App Inventor, and it is carefully developed to 
serve as a multi-functional platform to support the visually impaired population in navigations, 

during natural disasters, and in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. The application intends to 

take all aspects into consideration when it provides features like QR code login, locative marker 
placement, vibration when detected obstacles, alert in face of disasters, GPS-frequency 

database, and sanitization reminder. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the solution 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Overview of the solution (Flowchart) 
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 3.2. QR Code Login System 
 

Since the traditional login procedure of typing username and password can provide 

inconvenience to the visually impaired users and leads to reduced user experience, our 
application intends to prevent such inconvenience by allowing logins through QR codes. After 

the user signs up for an account, they can shake the smartphone to activate the QR code login 

system, which allows them to directly scan the code to login. The system also comes with voice 
guidance, which will provide feedback in response to successful login, allowing communication 

to happen directly between the application itself and the visually impaired users. 
 

 
Figure 3. QR Code Login System 

 

In our application, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is employed and used to display the 

user’s current location on a map and in text. Longitude, latitude, and a detailed line of address are 
also displayed on screen after occurrences of new rounds of syncing. Through Bluetooth 

connection, this application can also connect to a smart cane which performs vital tasks like 

vibration in detection of obstructions and marker placement. The device -smart cane- itself is 

built using a proximity sensor, some wires, and a button from the Arduino kit. Shown in Figure 4, 
a proximity sensor is mounted near the tip of the smart cane to detect the surrounding or, 

specifically, the path before the user. Whenever the proximity sensor finds an obstruction that can 

distract and change the user’s planned path for navigation, it will send a signal to the vibration 
motor to vibrate and through it, alert the user to change direction. Shown in Figure 2, the 

detection of an obstruction will also increment the frequency value displayed in the application 

by one, keeping a record of the frequency or how many times a visually impaired population 
would have its device detect an obstruction ahead of steps at different locations. Last but not 

least, the device has a button mounted on the very top. Whenever the button is pressed, a tiny red 

pin will be placed on the map. This can help the many users on the platform to mark and share 

locations that are inconvenient or unpleasant to navigate near at. 
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Figure 4. Global Positioning System 

 

 3.3. GPS Coordinate 
 

Our application encourages the users to navigate freely and, indeed, safely. With the global 

positioning system, the application accompanies the user on their road and requests consent to 

save their GPS coordinates with the device’s corresponding acquired frequency at a specific 
location into a database. This will eventually produce a large database that can map out the 

locations that are more friendly for the visually impaired population to navigate nearby and, most 

importantly, raises the society’s awareness toward making the environment more convenient and 
welcoming to every population, which would thus encourage entrepreneurs in the future to learn 

from those locations that succeed in making their spaces inclusive and accepting to everyone. 
 

 3.4. Natural Disaster Alert System 
 

The frequency, along with the current longitude and latitude of the user, perform vital roles in the 

alert system for natural disasters. During a natural disaster, requests will be sent to the users’ 

device to request for their data on frequency and GPS coordinate. With such information, services 

behind the calls will be able to make announcements and assign more personalized procedures to 
self-protect based on where the user is at and what resources are accessible near them. 
 

 3.5. COVID-19 Sanitization Reminder 
 

Tracking frequency within the application also assists with the function of reminding the user to 
sanitize the device during the time of COVID-19 pandemic. Whenever a specific value of 

frequency is reached that the device has a high risk of having the virus on its surface, the 

sanitize button will light up on the application’s home page while a voice will be played to 
remind the user to sanitize the device for minimizing the chance of contracting COVID-19. 
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 3.6. Machine-learning 
 

Dummy data were generated for machine learning in our program for testing and figuring out the 

most appropriate machine learning model through the use of svm and regression algorithms for 
the following three cases: 
 

• use latitude, longitude, and the three categories of locations (home, store, park) to predict 

frequency. 
 

• use longitude, latitude, and frequency to predict between the three categories of locations 
(home, store, park). 

 

• use frequency to predict whether a user should sanitize the device. 
 

4. EXPERIMENT 

 

To evaluate the accuracy of the application’s algorithms, we experimented with the different 
models, parameters, and data set features to find the most accurate machine learning model. The 

first experiment was conducted to find a machine learning model that best describes the 

relationship between the user’s GPS Coordinates and the frequency of which an obstruction will 

be detected by the user’s device in a one hour walk. This experiment evaluates and compares the 
accuracy of the three machine learning models created with 1000 datasets with different 

polynomial parameters. The second experiment, otherwise, is conducted with the intake of 1000 

datasets with different set features to find a machine learning model that best predicts the user’s 
presence in one of the three categories of locations (home, park, store). Lastly, the third 

experiment also consumes 1000 data sets with different set features for the purpose of predicting 

whether the user should sanitize their device at times. In each of the three experiments, the 
accuracy of different models is calculated and compared among each other to find the best 

representation in each that executes the most accurate prediction. 
 

For experiment 1, machine learning models with different polynomial parameters were applied to 

the same data set to find out which model would produce the most accurate algorithm. A linear 
model, along with polynomial models with parameter 2, 5, and 7, are compared together to 

evaluate the model that produces the most accuracy. 
 

 
Figure 5. polynomial parameters influence on the model 
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The results of experiment 1 reveals neither being linear or polynomial nor changing the 
polynomial parameters influence the accuracy of the model. Shown in Figure 5, the accuracy of 

the linear model, along with that of the polynomial model with parameters of 2, 5, and 7, are all at 

a value of 0.87 or a percentage of 87%. 

 
In experiment 2, three machine learning models that differ by their data sets are compared among 

each other for determining the one that is most accurate at predicting. The three models take in 

datasets of longitude, latitude, and frequency in different combinations, with the first model 
intaking three inputs (longitude, latitude, frequency), the second model intaking two inputs 

(longitude, latitude), and the third model intaking a single input (frequency). 

 

 

 
Figure 6. data sets influence on models. Figure 7: different data sets influence on four models. 

 

The results of experiment 2 reveals that the accuracy for intaking the full data set which contains 

longitude, latitude, and frequency is slightly lower than that when intaking a single dataset of 
frequency, as the accuracy for model 1 is shown to be at a value of 0.94 or a percentage of 94 % 

while that of model 3 is a value of 0.95 or a percentage of 95% . Amongst the three models, 

however, the model that intakes two inputs (longitude and latitude) differ the most and produces 
the least accuracy to a value of about 0.48 or 48%. [Figure 6] 

 

A total of four machine learning models with different data sets are compared against each other 

in experiment 3, in which the first model is created with two inputs (longitude, latitude), the 
second model with one single input of the three categories of location (home, park, or store), the 

third model with one single input of frequency, and the fourth with a full dataset of four inputs 

(longitude, latitude, frequency, categories of location). 
 

The results of experiment 3 reveals that, like what happened in experiment 2, an increasing 

amount of intake dataset positively influences the accuracy of its model only in some cases. To 
support, Figure 7 displays the model with the most input (Figure 7 Feature Set 4) - longitude, 

latitude, frequency, and categories of location - as having the highest accuracy in a decimal of 

0.98 and a percentage of 98 %. However, it is also significant to notice that the model producing 

the lowest accuracy is the one with intake of two inputs (Figure 7 Feature Set 1) instead of intake 
of one single input. To be specific, the model with longitude and latitude as the only inputs 

produces an accuracy in decimal of approximately 0.57 and in a percentage of 57%, which is 

significantly lower than that produced by the models with one single intake in inputs or, to 
emphasize, an accuracy of greater than a value of 0.8 or percentage of 80%. Lastly, the 

comparison of accuracy between model 2 and model 3 in Figure 7 emphasizes the difference in 
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the accuracy of the same amount of input but different input or, in other words, between 
predicting based on a single input of the three categories of location from model 2 and based on a 

single input of frequency from model 3. To compare, the machine learning model with frequency 

as its input has a higher accuracy in decimal of 0.96 or percentage of 96 % than the machine 

model with categories of location as its single input, which has a lower accuracy of 0.84 in 
value and 84% in percentage. [Figure 7] 

 

5. RELATED WORK 

 
J. M. Loomis [10] emphasized the system of spatial display, including but not limited to body 

pointing, HPI-speech, virtual-tone display, and virtual-speech display, to be an effective system 

for navigational purpose of the visually-impaired population and proposed that virtual-speech 

display, regardless of its blockage toward environmental sounds, performs the best in leading to 
the fastest mean travel times and is rated subjectively as the top among the virtual displays used 

during the study. 

 
A. Helal [11] proposed a navigation system called Drishti for the visually impaired population 

through the integration of hardware like wearable computers and software built with a web of 

technological components such as spatial database and map server. Similar to our application, 
Drishti provides a significant amount of guidance to the user through voice support and addresses 

their needs thro[Figure 5]ugh the active use of a digital map with GPS. Drishti readily involves 

the navigational features to support the visually impaired population, but our application extends 

support to disaster alert and the prevention of COVID-19. 
 

I.Ulrich [12] proposed a navigation device called GuideCane to guide the visually impaired 

population during independent navigation. GuideCane is built with a cane on a wheel, and it 
implements a steering servo motor with an ultrasonic sensor for the main functionality to operate, 

which is to guide the users away from hazards and obstacles through the steering commands. 

While GuideCane performs its navigational feature on a wheel, our device operates on its own 
and is lighter and can be more portable for the users to bring everywhere for navigation. 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In conclusion, our application integrates with a Bluetooth-enabled device to encourage the 
visually impaired population to navigate independently, alert and guide them in natural disasters, 

and remind them to sanitize their devices during the pandemic. In our experiments, we tested trials 

of different machine learning models which differ by regression model, polynomial parameter, 
and inputted data sets. The first experimentation results show that since adjusting the regression 

model or polynomial parameter does not change the accuracy of the prediction at all, it’s proper 

to just use a linear regression model to train and test for making predictions on frequency based 

on longitude, latitude, and the three categories of locations (home, park, store). The second and 
third experimentation results show that the machine learning model that intakes one single data 

set of frequency will predict among the three categories of locations the best and that the machine 

learning model that takes in the full data set of frequency, longitude, latitude, and the three 
categories of location will predict most accurately in whether or not to sanitize the device. The 

accuracy of each experiment when using the most appropriate machine learning model when 

making predictions all exists above 90% or a value of 0.90, suggesting that the application will 

run well and accurately to ensure a pleasant and convenient experience for the visually impaired 
population. 
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While our application exceeds the navigational feature and remains unique from other prototypes 
in that it encourages independence in other aspects, it also has some limitations. Since the 

application interacts with the user solely through voice, it cannot provide the population that is 

both visually impaired and hearing-impaired the same quality of support. In the future, we plan 

to improve the accuracy of the system by boosting the signal connections between the device and 
API, strengthen the practicality by decreasing the size of the bracelet, and enhance the 

optimization by adding a “help” button. We strongly believe that by following these measures, 

our alert system will be able to reach its full potential. 
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